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In order to ensure that evidence is unbiased it is sometimes necessary
to retreat to the scientific ivory tower
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Dr. Bilo maintains that the Swedish SBU report does not add
anything new that might help him within forensic pediatrics [1].
This claim is, however, based on his personal interpretation of the
SBU report and the research question addressed, namely: With
what certainty can it be claimed that the triad, subdural hema-
toma, retinal hemorrhages and encephalopathy is attributable to
isolated traumatic shaking [2]?The research question is certainly
not identical toDr. Bilo’s second question:“Is the triad, if present
in a child, always caused by, or proof of shaking?” The word
“always” makes the answer almost self-evident.

Neither SBU nor the expert panel is responsible for how the
content and the conclusions of the report are (mis-)understood or
(mis-)interpreted. The report represents a strictly scientific anal-
ysis, and SBU is not involved in the application of potential
clinical or societal consequences of the systematic review.
Concerned authorities, clinicians, societal agencies, and law en-
forcement are expected to take independent, appropriate action.

Dr. Bilo maintains that in real life infants with SDH, RH
and encephalopathy usually also have external signs of trauma
such as bruises and fractures [1]. According to Dr. Bilo, the
fact that SBU focused on studies which included cases of the
triad in the absence of external signs of injury, makes the SBU
report futile. A compilation of scientific studies shows, how-
ever, that of all cases of abusive head trauma (AHT), the triad
was present without external injuries, in on average 1/3 (min
20%, max 45%) [3].

Further, Dr. Bilo criticizes SBU for retreating to an ivory
tower, isolated from real life issues about child abuse [1]. Quite

correct - SBU and the expert panel deliberately retreated to the
scientific ivory tower, followed standard procedures of health
technology assessment, and neither ideological interests nor per-
sonal values were to be discussed. Particularly with respect to
emotionally influenced issues like previous SBS studies it is of
utmost importance to separate values from scientific evidence.
After two years of work in the ivory tower, the expert panel
emerged and has ever since participated actively in the discussion
of the consequences of the values at stake.

In conclusion, it is sometimes necessary to enter the scien-
tific ivory tower and ignore any preconceived ideas. Probably,
retreating to the scientific ivory tower might be particularly
helpful for pediatricians who are finding it difficult to distin-
guish between their roles as clinicians and as scientists.
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